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LMS Project Toolkit
Building a Business Case 

Sometimes, your executive team won’t immediately see the full value of a learning technology 
investment. To convince them, you’ll need to understand their priorities and the challenges 
that stand in their way. Then, you can connect the dots for them and position your request for 
learning technology to address their specific concerns.

Your ability to deliver a compelling business case for learning technology hinges on how well 
you structure your argument to resolve the chief challenges and priorities of your audience. 
No matter which executive you want to convince, make sure to manage expectations about 
achieving success. Don’t overpromise and underdeliver. Learning technology is not something 
you just turn on and see instant results – getting value takes time and effort.

 
 FOLLOW THESE STEPS TO BUILD YOUR BUSINESS CASE: 

Seek to understand management’s objectives. Understanding their collective 
and individual goals will help you present a case that meets their needs.

Create a financial case that aligns with their objectives. The key is to work 
backwards from the main objectives that your executive team holds dear.  
If revenue is the main objective, base your case on revenue.

Discuss, don’t present. Start by asking questions that seek to understand what 
management is looking to achieve. Then transition by saying, “If I could show you 
how to meet those objectives efficiently and effectively, would you be interested in 
learning more?”.

Support your case with real-life case studies. This will help you answer the 
potential question, “This all sounds good in theory. How do you know it will work?”.

Be ready if they say “yes”. Have your high-level plan ready, as well as an 
overview of the next steps, timeframes, and required resources.
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How to Position Learning Technology 
with Each Executive

Every business has problems. You’re building a business case 
for an LMS because you think learning technology can help 
resolve some of those problems. 

Your case might make complete sense to you, but to gain  
buy-in, you’re going to need to specifically position your 
argument to show the benefit of learning technology for  
each executive. 

Break down the problems of each person you’ll have to 
convince. What’s your CEO or CLO’s biggest headache? 
What did they announce as their biggest priority during your 
company’s annual meeting? Directly addressing each of these 
problems will make your business case stronger. 

Follow the breakdown below to connect the dots between 
your executives’ chief concerns and how you’ll address them.

CLO/VP/DIRECTOR OF TRAINING

 CONCERNS: 

Attract and retain key talent

Onboard more people and make them 
productive in less time

Keep up with fast growth

Staff teams across a global company

 HOW TO ADDRESS THEM:  

An LMS can...

Provide continuous learning and development 
opportunities

Centralize learning content and delivery

Look at systems that scale seamlessly as your 
business grows

Increase collaboration among disparate teams 
(e.g., by providing multilingual support)

CEO

 CONCERNS: 

Meet board expectations for profitability

Innovate and differentiate from the 
competition

Build and align the organization by enhancing 
collaboration

Manage risk

 HOW TO ADDRESS THEM:  

An LMS can...

Improve efficiency to meet business objectives

Increase collaboration and skill development, 
creating a stronger, more engaged, and higher 
performing workforce

Facilitate consistent learning and social 
learning so knowledge is capitalized within the 
organization

Help to maintain compliance
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COO/VP OF OPERATIONS

 CONCERNS: 

Support organizational growth

Manage finances and budgets

Make business decisions based on data 
and statistics

 HOW TO ADDRESS THEM:  

An LMS can...

Effectively equip new hires with the skills they 
need to meet the speed of growth

Better track ROI on learning investment – an 
off-the-shelf system is more cost-effective than 
developing a system internally

Help fill skills gaps and increase individual 
and organizational performance

VP/DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMER SUCCESS

 CONCERNS: 

Manage customer onboarding

Increase customer retention

Expand revenue in accounts through cross-sell 
and upsell opportunities

Encourage customer advocacy

 HOW TO ADDRESS THEM:  

An LMS can...

Centralize and facilitate customer onboarding 
programs

Track customer onboarding activities to keep 
customers engaged and prevent churn

Analyze customer skills to understand areas 
of opportunity

Transform your customers into company 
advocates because of ongoing engagement
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VP/DIRECTOR OF ENABLEMENT, SALES

 CONCERNS: 

Build sales enablement programs for more effective 
onboarding and continuous development

Create a more efficient hiring process

Collaborate with marketing, customer success, and 
partners to ensure sales has the appropriate training 
materials

Encourage sales engagement

 HOW TO ADDRESS THEM:  

An LMS can...

Prevent what salespeople dislike most: wasting time 
fishing for the latest product information

Allow salespeople to learn and stay up-to-date so 
they can spend less time learning and more time 
selling

Allow learning content to be easily shared and 
accessed at the point of need

Facilitate social learning so salespeople can easily 
access subject matter experts

Leverage your salespeople’s competitive drive to 
increase engagement and, therefore, knowledge 
retention

VP/DIRECTOR OF PARTNER CHANNELS

 CONCERNS: 

Develop relationships and structure effective 
partnerships with channel partners

Facilitate training programs to ensure partner 
channels are up-to-speed

Drive revenue via channel partners

 HOW TO ADDRESS THEM:  

An LMS can...

Centralize and facilitate partner onboarding 
programs

Track partner training activities to analyze 
partner opportunities and performance

Consistently engage and equip partners 
with the information they need to increase 
performance 

IT LEADERSHIP

 CONCERNS: 

Protect the company against IT risks

Evaluate all technology purchases

Ensure the IT infrastructure is successfully 
exploited to achieve continuous improvement

 HOW TO ADDRESS THEM:  

An LMS can...

Mitigate the complexity and security risks 
associated with multiple technologies

Easily and securely integrate with a wide variety 
of third-party platforms

Reduce maintenance and support efforts 
(because it’s a cloud-based system)
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